
Conventional thinking casts Truth as a noun, but 

among early Quakers, the concept quickly became a 

metaphor, working as a verb as well as an ideal. 

Metaphor, however, typically requires an image. Just 

what would serve as an image of Truth? The answer 

comes as a surprise.   
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“And as we see with that which is eternal, so we 

judge … only those who mind the light of the spirit, 

discern and own our testimony, and receive our 

witness and his power who is true, and so become 

willing to follow that truth that leads to freedom.”  

— James Nayler, Salutation to the Seed of God 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“… I came into the world, that I should bear 

witness unto the truth. Everyone that is of the 

truth heareth my voice. 

“Pilate saith unto him, What is the truth.”  

— John 18:37-38 
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IKE THE SEED, the early Quaker exposition of Truth 

remains unfinished and open for exploration in the context 

of contemporary fields of intellectual inquiry. We are left 

with an invitation to investigate ways their thinking fits 

into our own cognition and measures of authenticity.  

I am interested, especially, in insights that advance an 

understanding of the Truth as a metaphor, with overlapping 

layers of experience and vision. While Pilate raises the question, 

“What is truth,” he makes little effort to look beyond the 

immediate issues of maintaining public order — especially 

position as imperial governor. In the Matthew 27:24 telling of 

the story, he washes his hands in public — absolving himself, he 

supposes, of any moral consequences of his ruling. The events 

that follow, of course, prove otherwise.  

Truth, in this sense, goes beyond mere factual congruence.  

Any consideration of Truth in relation to spiritual experience 

invokes a paradox. How can anyone test and evaluate what is by 

definition ethereal and immeasurable?  

Muggletonians, the one other radical group originating in the 

upheavals of mid-1600s Britain that survived into the 20th 

century, accused Friends of being self-deluded, since there could 

be no independent verification of what we claimed to be Christ 

and the Light. (Muggletonians were also the one radical group 

that was not, to any degree, assimilated by Friends.)  

Yet Truth was a central element in the early Quaker message 

and its practice, with dimensions that once more promise great 

potential for contemporary relevance, exploration, and 

application.  

First, though, we must acknowledge some other reasons an 

assertion of Truth proves especially problematic to the modern 

mind. We live in a skeptical age, one infused by scientific 

method of hypotheses and theories, on one side, and irony and 

posturing, on the other. We find it much easier to admit what we 

don’t embrace than what we do. “It’s all relative,” we typically 

shrug, with a casual or even slipshod acknowledgement of Albert 

Einstein, who nonetheless held to the absolute of the speed of 

light. We value diversity and tolerance, or at least claim to in 

certain circles. It may well be that our evolved education has left 

us, as individuals, to harbor a deep-seated aversion to the very 

possibility of absolutes. We find ourselves uncomfortable — even 

excluded — in the presence of people voicing spiritual 

experiences or concepts we do not share, even when they try to 

welcome us via a common — presumably lower — denominator.  

Or we are deemed infidels and ostracized by leaders and cells of 

followers who insist they alone possess a Truth the rest of us 

cannot, even when we all too often see the ravages they inflict. 

We could even be the ones who insist we have an exclusive hold 

on Truth, and be blind to any harm we inflict. We legitimately 

find ourselves perplexed and revolted by fanatics and lunatics 

voicing religious decrees, especially those who claim “God told 

me to do” maim or kill or abuse the weak and vulnerable.  

Yet without a clearly delineated presentation of what we 

consider to be of an authentic (or true) spiritual nature, we 

allow a vacuum to form that will be filled by something or 

someone. We will also have difficulty countering patent 

falsehood, much less fostering healthy growth in ourselves as 

individuals or as communities. I agree with those who contend 

that the only way to reverse bad religion is through good 

religion.  

We can start by acknowledging that everyone has a theology — a 

range of assumptions about values and ethics, the ultimate 

meaning of life or the ultimate good, whatever we worship or 

praise, no matter of whether we include a deity in our cosmos of 
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divine truth; after all, even agnostics and atheists possess an 

impression of the god or gods in whom they do not believe. 

Thus, we may even perceive ways consumerism, with its pursuit 

of pleasure, comfort, self-identity, and social status through 

material purchases, becomes a theology.  

The awareness of the range of personal theologies also permits 

astute followers of Judeo-Christian disciplines to unmask idols — 

the false gods or lesser gods — in their own lives and social 

settings.  

In their attempts to understand spiritual truth, or “that which is 

eternal,” early Friends emphasized close scrutiny of their own 

experiences and learning, eschewing any vacuous repetition of 

creeds, prayer book passages, or conjecture.  

As Margaret Fell remembered hearing George Fox preach in 

1652, “You will say, Christ saith this, and the apostles say this; 

but what canst thou say?” Quakers have long insisted on melding 

spiritual truth into all dimensions of personal daily action and 

awareness, with an ideal of producing lives of integrity instead 

of lives of expediency.  

~*~ 

At the outset, Truth would not appear to be an animated partner 

in the Light/Seed dynamic. A basic impediment to perceiving the 

three as an integrated system at all arises in a discontinuity 

within the terms themselves. While Light and Seed can both 

have visual parallels, allowing them to be consciously applied as 

metaphor, Truth brings no image immediately to mind. Thus, it 

is technically a concept, even though Friends applied it as 

metaphor, with its host of overlapping and compressed 

meanings and experiences. In addition, while Light and Seed can 

be discussed as complementary workings — one as energy and 

the other as matter, for example — Truth initially appears to be 

inert, sitting motionless somewhere outside of that orbit. While 

Light and Seed can be applied as either nouns or verbs, Truth 

remains a noun or, as “true” and “truly,” a modifier — but 

crucially, never a verb, much less taking action on its own. One 

can easily wonder if Truth can be included in the Light/Seed 

dynamic at all, much less why early Friends so vociferously 

proclaimed it.  

To frame their comprehension of Truth, Friends built from and 

within Biblical quotations. From them, we can begin to perceive 

a range of meanings of Truth, as well as an evolution over the 

course of history within the Bible. Here, too, Truth appears 

variously as “what is opposed to falsehood, lies, or deceit,” 

“fidelity, sincerity, keeping promises,” “opposed to hypocrisy, 

dissimulation, or formality,” and is often conjoined with mercy 

or kindness. We also have “in truth,” “in the truth,” “thy truth,” 

“word of truth,” and even “walking in truth,” which sounds very 

much like the Quaker insistence on “walking in the Light.” 

Crucially, Christians have Jesus appearing as the embodiment of 

Truth — “I am the way, the truth, and the life” (John 14:6). 

Without being named as such, Truth works as a unifying element 

in the Ten Commandments (Exodus 20:1-14).  

At first blush, it would appear in the instruction, “Thou shalt not 

bear false witness against thy neighbor,” with all of the puzzling 

possibilities of intent: was this meant only for statements of a 

courtroom nature or made under oath, or was it limited to 

interactions with people in one’s own community? That 

interpretation, however, would allow a “dual sense of Truth,” in 

which people be free to lie at all times except when under oath 

or among their own kind; Quakers instead insisted this 

demanded a universal witness to Truth, one applicable at all 

times and in all places.  
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While this commandment is placed in the second half of the ten, 

the tablet relating to actions with other people, it has a parallel 

in the first five, the individual’s relationship with the Divine: 

“Thou shalt not take the name of the LORD thy God in vain.” 

Many of us, growing up, were told this prohibited the use of 

“Goddamn,” “Damn it,” “Jesus,” or “Christ” as curse words — 

and that was it. Even to a child, though, that seemed to be a 

rather thin item to be placed in the ten major orders Moses 

carried down from the summit; all the same, it was quickly 

skipped over.  

A closer look suggests something entirely different. Everett Fox, 

for instance, translates this as “You are not to take up the name 

of YHWH your God for emptiness, for YHWH will not clear him 

who takes up his name for emptiness,” and the New Jerusalem 

Bible renders it as “You shall not misuse the name of Yahweh 

your God, for Yahweh will not leave unpunished anyone who 

misuses his name.” Remember, too, that in biblical usage, name 

can mean power as well as one’s appellation; moreover, the use 

of YHWH/Yahweh in this verse is a reminder that this God's 

identity is above labeling at all. Rather than being concerned 

with cursing, this commandment addresses our engagement 

with Divinity — our words and actions are to be based on 

experience, what we know to be true, rather than empty 

speculation, or worse, false claims. Critically, this 

commandment comes between the prohibition against 

worshiping idols and the admonition to keep the Sabbath — that 

is, actions rather than words. Taken in this light, this injunction 

also instills questioning, so that in matters of faith, our words 

and actions be neither empty nor misused. Pointedly, these 

commandments are second-person singular: each individual’s 

responsibility, no matter what everyone else is doing.  

Drawing on Matthew 5:34-37, where Jesus forbids his followers 

from swearing oaths and orders them to keep their “Yea, yea; 

Nay, nay,” without further elaboration or graying of black and 

white,  

Friends made scrupulous honesty a central practice of daily faith 

and conduct; emphatically, too, Friends refused to swear oaths, 

even in the courtroom; “I affirm” has become the widespread 

alternative.   

Implicit in the commandments against murder, theft, adultery, 

and envy or desire is an understanding that such actions and 

their related emotions typically require secrecy, the first cousin 

to falsehood. In fact, in plotting them and covering up afterward, 

an individual and any collaborators entwine secrecy, deception, 

and lies, invisibly divorcing the perpetrators from the divine and 

the rest of society. Even in the commandment about fathers and 

mothers, one can find an obligation to act honestly — 

aboveboard, openly, and respectfully. 

Observing a period of Sabbath, meanwhile, requires ceasing 

one’s daily duties and frees one for a renewed perception and 

appreciation of spiritual Truth.  

Finally, we can see that in the first three commandments, as 

Moses reveals a monotheistic system, God in effect asserts there 

is but one universal Truth. It has led the Hebrews out of 

captivity and is present with them; they are to serve it — and, by 

extension, we as people are to live in relation to it. In his 

jealousy, God warns against the consequences of following or 

embracing lesser presentations — especially the chaotic cosmos 

of polytheistic rivalries. Nor is God to be cited for a false 

purpose: God, the Infinite, is not to be subservient to any man’s 

pretensions, nor are those who claim to be God’s followers 

permitted to be slothful, smug, self-serving, or egotistical in 

daily practice. Warnings against lies and deceit are laced 

throughout the Bible. 
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The nature of truth and its opposite, falsehood, has also been 

debated by philosophers and scholars throughout history — 

many of them reasoning against an absolute Truth. Their 

struggles remind us that some essence of Truth is larger than 

human reason; their questions and rebuttals demonstrate the 

folly of anyone’s monopolizing the Truth, or of reducing it to a 

formula or equation. The Great Questions remain, by definition, 

those whose answers are always incomplete, complex, nagging, 

engaging.  

In this case, maybe it is as simple, as Heidegger would have it, of 

Truth being the unconcealed, the disclosed. But how, then, is 

God disclosed? Or is Truth just letting be what is, with 

Heidegger echoing Exodus 3:14, “And God said unto Moses, I AM 

THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of 

Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you.” (Some commentators have 

suggested a better translation would be I AM WHAT I AM 

BECOMING.)  

In the Hindu view, moreover, the material world is not simply 

an illusion, but also a temptation; in this tradition, Truth is to be 

perceived through the Third Eye of meditative practice. 

Likewise, Jesus speaks of a single eye: “The light of the body is 

the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body will be 

full of light” (Matthew 6:22 and repeated with slight variation in 

Luke 11:34-36).  

Or is Truth an ocean we leap into and swim upon, or one where 

we sail or draw fish — something we know from limited 

encounters, storms and calming, and charts and tide tables?  

Many scientists, meanwhile, perceive a symmetry throughout 

the universe, from the orbiting within an atom to the orbiting of 

solar systems and galaxies.  

~*~ 

For Friends, Truth is not a matter of idle speculation. Rather, it 

is a principle of daily preparation and application. At our best, 

Quakers find this arising not in a statute code of what is allowed 

or forbidden in the letter and form of Scripture, but rather in the 

broader relationship of what we once described as the Light and 

the Seed. Traditional Quaker interpretation of Scripture, in fact, 

would have been informed first and foremost by personal 

experiences of the Divine Presence.   

While each of the three central terms shaping the early Quaker 

movement of “primitive Christianity restored” is complex and 

compounded, Truth can be seen as providing backbone — and 

even practicality — to what might otherwise become the 

mystical and individualistic wanderings of the Light and Seed in 

the varied lives of believers. As we listen to early Friends invoke 

their concept of Truth, we often also hear them amplify on their 

experience of the Light and the Seed and strengthen the 

connection of the three. Thus, the concept becomes essential in 

comprehending the range of the Quaker message and potential, 

then and now. It also opens ways for us to answer those who ask 

today just what we as Friends believe. Moreover, the tenacity of 

early Friends in the face of intense persecution, a response that 

often both inspires and perplexes us now, can be seen as an 

expression of embracing and being embraced by what they knew 

as Truth.   

Listen to George Fox describe his early ministry: “And I was to 

turn them to the grace of God, and to the Truth in the heart … to 

know the spirit of Truth in the inward parts”; “I spake to them 

what the Lord commanded me, of the Truth”; “and the Truth 

came over all”: “this principle of Truth”; “I was moved to go 

from a meeting in Nottinghamshire to a steeplehouse, and when 

the priest had done, I spake to him and the people; and the 

priest went away, but the people stayed and heard the Truth 

declared to them till it was within the night”; while in a separate 
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incident, “And when priest had done I spake to him and the 

people of the Truth and the light and the day of the Lord, and of 

God’s work in them, and the Truth in them, and the Spirit and 

the teacher within them”; “that with the spirit of Truth they 

might be led into all the Truth of the prophets’, Christ’s and the 

apostles’ words”; I “declared the word of life and the everlasting 

Truth to them”; and so on.  

Here the Truth is presented as something other than a set of 

concrete, verifiable facts: it is an experience, a principle or ideal, 

a means of understanding, a spirit, a teacher, an everlasting 

standard. It can be a refutation or critique of practices, as well 

as an ideal to uphold.  

Sometimes Truth might seem to be the Light itself, as it does 

when Fox speaks “of the Truth and the light” or notices “the 

Truth came over all,” as Light would. In his 1672 memorial to 

Elizabeth Hooton, he observes she “received the Truth several 

years before we were called Quakers … declaring the Truth … 

She was a godly woman and had a great care laid upon her for 

people to walk in the Truth that did profess it, and from her 

professing the Truth she never turned her back on it, but was 

fervent and faithful for it till death.” 

Truth gives the Light permanence. As Margaret Fell explains, 

“The Truth is one and the same always, and though ages and 

generations pass away, and one generation goes and another 

comes, yet the word and power and spirit of the living God 

endures for ever, and is the same and never changes.”  

That linkage is underscored in the historic Quaker peace 

declaration to Charles II in 1661: “The spirit of Christ, by which 

we are guided, is not changeable, so as once to command us 

from a thing as evil and again to move into it; and we do 

certainly know, and testify to the world, that the spirit of Christ, 

which leads us into all Truth, will never move us to fight and 

war against any man with outward weapons, neither for the 

kingdom of Christ, nor for the kingdoms of this world.” 

Recognizing the public nature of the document, Friends used the 

term “the spirit of Christ” rather than “the Light,” clearly 

steering away from any possible misinterpretation.  

In other Quaker applications, Truth seems to be more a 

description of the way the Light or the Seed works, “to open our 

hearts to one another in the Truth of God,” as London Yearly 

Meeting advised in 1668 or asked in 1682, “How the Truth has 

prospered amongst them since the last yearly meeting, and how 

Friends are in peace and unity.” 

Sometimes Truth is the practice itself: “Let all nations hear the 

word by sound or writing. Spare no place, spare not tongue nor 

pen, but be obedient to the Lord God and go through the world 

and be valiant for the Truth upon the earth; tread and trample 

all that is contrary under,” as George Fox wrote in 1656 in a 

widely quoted passage that ends, “Then you will come to walk 

cheerfully over the world, answering that of God in every one.” 

Wiltshire Quarterly Meeting in 1678 advised Friends “to serve 

the Truth and one another; having an eye single to it, ready to 

sacrifice every private interest to that of Truth, and the good of 

the whole community.”  

Such service had other implications, as Elizabeth Bathurst 

argued in 1685: “As male and female are made one in Jesus 

Christ, so women receive an office in the Truth as well as men, 

and they have a stewardship and must give an account of their 

stewardship as well as the men …” Or when William Dewsbury 

counseled meetings in 1653 to select elders, “one or two most 

grown in the Power and the Life, in the pure discerning of the 

Truth.” 
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Their understanding of Truth is seen in three passages from the 

Gospel of John:  

“And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free” 

(John 8:32).  

“Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no 

man cometh unto the Father, but by me” (John 14:6), where 

Jesus becomes the embodiment of the Truth. 

And “Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide 

you into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but 

whatsover he shall hear, that shall he speak: and he will show 

you things to come” (John 16:13), where the Truth is to be 

experienced in the heart as well as the mind. 

The encounter was so profound and widespread that early 

Quakers often called themselves First Publishers of Truth, using 

the Biblical sense of “publish” as “to make known or announce 

publicly; promulgate; proclaim” rather than “print.” The 

immediacy was firsthand and direct, reclaiming what they saw 

as the faith of the first followers of Jesus, even as “original” or 

“newborn.” Likewise, sending forth the Valiant Sixty was their 

first wave of traveling ministry, with the expectation that many 

more would follow.  

Another component shaping early Quaker understanding of the 

Truth can be traced to the Seekers — circles of individuals who 

had withdrawn from established churches and worshiped 

instead by silently waiting for Christ’s return and the comfort of 

the Holy Spirit. When the Quaker movement spread into the 

north of England in 1651 and 1652, many of these Seekers — 

especially in Westmorland — united with Friends. Or maybe, and 

more accurately, the small band of Friends that now included 

George Fox, united with them. From their efforts we have come 

to value an identity of being “Seekers After Truth,” yet another 

name for early Quakers, with its suggestion that Truth is infinite 

and ongoing rather than a commodity to be possessed. 

Repeatedly, Truth invokes daily practice, cultivation, and 

apperception. Indeed, one more early name for Quakers was 

Friends of the Truth. 

This outlook would have also instilled a sense of kinship with 

the New Testament Bereans, who “searched the scriptures daily, 

whether those things were so” (Acts 17:11), squaring both their 

lives and the Biblical texts against personal encounters. 

~*~ 

No matter the intensity or momentous insights of their 

encounters, however, their exhortations remain second-hand 

impressions for us, at best — a call to each of us to similar 

experience.    

To consider Truth as a concept raises a multitude of questions 

about what and how we know. We could begin with language 

and all of its limitations, including lies and other falsehood.  

A Wikipedia entry on Truth, for instance, notes “language and 

words are essentially ‘tools’ by which humans convey 

information to one another. As such, ‘truth’ must have a 

beneficial use in order to be retained within language. Since 

truths are used in planning and prediction (such as scientific 

truths being used in engineering), the more reliable and 

trustworthy an idea is, the more useful and potent it becomes 

for planning and prediction. Those ideas that can be used 

anywhere and anytime with maximum reliability are generally 

considered the most powerful and potent truths.”  

From a Judeo-Christian perspective, what is being considered 

here is an understanding of truth — “only so much as God 

chooses to reveal,” as one Bible dictionary notes in its two-

sentence definition of truth: “correspondence of the known facts 
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of existence with the sum total of God’s universe.” This 

embodies an assumption of Truth as a monotheistic faith: one 

God and one wholeness to the universe, rather than conflicting 

and combative deities and their chaos.  

The expression, “Well, you have your truth and I have my truth,” 

has no place here: the difference is instead in our divergent 

perceptions of the one Truth. This is why Friends sit in 

deliberations of meeting business and wait to find unity after 

initially holding conflicting positions on an agenda item: we 

know an acceptable answer exists and waits to be uncovered, 

one that's stronger than any of our original choices. One, in 

other words, that is closer to Truth than where we began.  

Perceiving divergent outlooks points us toward the Seed, or soul, 

as a spiritual ground of response. Individually, as we seek a 

unifying Truth within us, we discover internal conflict — 

reasoning versus intuition, emotions versus motor-function 

“thought,” selective memory versus facts recalled by others, 

buried cravings and wounds versus stated ideals — and then 

labor to bring these into oneness. In our personal religious 

practice, this may require the assistance of a psychotherapist, 

spiritual director, elder, minister, or cherished friend who keeps 

returning us to the very questions or issues we'd otherwise 

deflect or deny. In our pursuit of Truth, we need to acknowledge 

as well the varied lenses filter our interpretations — even 

changing our instruments, if we can, to enhance the vision. We 

can even apply the “judge not, lest ye be judged” commandment 

(Matthew 7:1 and Luke 6:37) more accurately as “pre-judge not, 

lest ye be prejudiced” — to be more open to letting facts speak 

for themselves.  

We can also admit differences in the quest itself. Mathematical 

truth, for example, is a different exercise from one for historical 

truth, scientific truth, legal truth, or the realities of emotional or 

bodily states, much less the mind. 

The pursuit of Truth requires humility and receptivity, the 

necessity of seeing and admitting, “I was wrong; we were 

wrong.” Thus, we can be free to value our mercurial thoughts 

and feelings — the flash of blind emotion or intense dream — 

even when we differentiate their changeable excitement from 

eternal Truth. To the extent that we perceive a unifying Truth 

among us, we can also appreciate the richness of our individual 

encounters, skills, and situations. We can turn to each other to 

enlarge our comprehension and practice.  

I recall going to a museum with a circle of friends that included 

a weaver, a chemist, a historian, a gardener, and a nurse. Each 

of us encountered the same objects differently. In a mundane 

way, this parallels our Truth/Seed dynamic, especially within a 

spiritual community. 

Within that community, we may profit from openly discussing 

our individual ways of seeking after Truth — professionally, in 

the laboratory or courtroom, for instance; in our classrooms, 

offices and factories, markets, clubs; in our relationships. Are 

there ranges of Truth we experience in our bones as well as our 

minds? How do our practices strengthen us, and how do they 

limit us?  

For many generations, we Quakers “only read true things,” 

which meant banning fiction along with a host of related 

“superficial entertainments” such as theater, music, dance, and 

most visual arts. While this likely diverted much of Friends’ 

intellectual activity to mathematics, science, engineering, 

medicine, and industry, over time it also stifled artistic 

imagination and led into a tedious conformity. Learning of this 

part of Quaker history, by the way, comes as shock to many 

modern Friends — our meetings are filled with accomplished, 
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often professional, artists of all types who pursue Truth in their 

individual disciplines. Here again is opportunity for discussion 

and mutual encouragement. 

While spiritual Truth cannot be subjected to scientific method, 

there do arise times when it can be put to a test. For instance, a 

Friend may feel a spiritual “leading” to address a specific 

concern. The effort may bear visible results. When it doesn’t, we 

may admit that the timing was off or, as critically, that the 

leading mistaken.  

In one period of personal turmoil, I was also undergoing 

significant spiritual growth and awareness. One Sunday 

morning, on my way to worship at one Friends meeting, I felt a 

leading saying, “Go to Gunpowder Meeting, Charles will be 

there.” It seemed crazy, but I turned the car about at the next 

intersection, mumbled something to my girlfriend, and headed a 

dozen miles north. If I was wrong, Charles wouldn’t be there. He 

was somebody I’d met only twice before but felt deep kinship 

toward. As it turned out, we were the first to arrive. Charles was 

the second. The meeting, by the way, is named for a nearby 

river. 

 Maybe it was intuition. But Charles, who lived an hour north of 

Gunpowder, said, “I can’t explain it, but I was almost at York 

this morning and felt something pulling me to come here.” 

No, I can’t explain it either.  

But there have also been enough experiences of being about to 

speak in worship when somebody else got up and delivered the 

message I’d been feeling or using the Scriptural text I was 

contemplating.  

Once, during the silence, a Friend rose and spoke in glossolalia — 

the babbling often called “speaking in tongues.” As he followed 

with an English version, I thought, “That’s not what he was 

saying.” While leaving afterward, my traveling partner turned to 

me and without prompting said, “Jnana, thee knows that what 

he translated is not what he had been saying” — thus confirming 

my initial impression. 

Being faithful to a leading can even appear ridiculous. Once, 

Kenneth Morse, an old-style Quaker who had some fluency in 

several dozen languages, rose in a meeting for worship and 

delivered his message in Polish, not knowing there was a visitor 

from Communist Poland in the room — someone who had never 

before heard the Gospel preached.  

Such testing sharpens one’s perception of spiritual Truth and its 

working. Over time, this leads to others who experience it in 

their own lives. They'll not only confirm what we've felt, they 

also help us guard against delusion and self-deception. Within 

the circle of faith can come the confidential discipleship that 

demands honesty. Friends have traditionally trusted other 

Friends to join in discerning what is true and what isn’t.  

“And as we see with that which is eternal, so we judge,” James 

Nayler insisted, acknowledging that “only those who mind the 

light of the spirit [will] discern and own our testimony, and 

receive our witness and his power who is true, and so become 

willing to follow that truth that leads to freedom.”  

While Truth can exist independent of people, it appears to call 

forth individuals and communities repeatedly over the course of 

human evolution. Crucially, in pushing aside “all other gods 

before me,” the conventions of wider society, Judaism emerged 

as a counter-culture people — as Quakers, Mennonites, Amish, 

Church of the Brethren, and many others would later.  

Truth is not a matter of social agreement — as prophets 

throughout Judeo-Christian history demonstrate.  
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Group discernment of Truth occurs not just in a traditional 

Quaker business meeting when we waitifor unity on the action 

to choose. It is also seen in the circle of scientists, who don’t 

vote on truth and declare a majority winner. 

~*~ 

Even so, as I reflected on the three central Quaker precepts, I 

kept sensing Truth felt more distant and abstract than either the 

Light or the Seed did. It lacked the sensations of touch or taste 

or even a visual component that delights. It also presented itself 

as more absolute, as black or white, even though our encounters 

in daily life often come as ambiguities, evasions, or indistinct 

shades. An embrace of Truth could easily slip from righteousness 

into self-righteousness — a Miss Goody-Two-Shoes, as my 

younger daughter would say. I kept wondering where the 

emotional response was. Or the mystery. Instead, what we 

examine appeared artificial, with nothing raw or open for 

exploration. On top of it all, with this Veritas — to use its Latin 

name — we faced the impossibility of verifying what essentially 

could never be proven empirically. Looking at Truth this way left 

me nothing to cling to, nothing to love. 

Another drawback surfaced in the capacity for each metaphor — 

Light and Seed — to be extended and deepened. With the Seed, 

we could turn to DNA — the chromosome instructions for the 

replication of various species, for additional parallels. With the 

Light, we had the prism and measurable frequencies. Truth, on 

the other hand, seemed to depend solely upon its pristine self. 

At that point, I sensed an upwelling of authority in “speaking 

Truth to power,” as Friends began urging in the 1950s. The 

phrase had muscle, but how?  

From there, I leapt to the opposites of Truth: lies, Satan (the 

“author of lies”), discord, disorder, untrustworthiness, chaos — 

and unexpectedly embraced so much I hold dear. Think of 

harmony, structure, reliability, and order. How often, too, do 

Truth and worldly power appear to be in an inverted 

relationship! I cheer for the underdog to bring political or 

economic injustice to bay. In short, I uncovered a buried passion 

for Truth.  

In our own time, though, the permanence of Truth contrasts 

sharply with our increasingly tentative existence: marriages, 

jobs and careers, neighborhoods and communities are all in flux. 

What can we rely on? What can we trust? What can we do to 

restore continuity? 

A more meaningful alternative appears when we turn to those 

who have recovered from otherwise terminal illnesses or 

accidents, to see what they see as truly important in their lives. 

In that perspective, we can pursue ways to make this universal 

Truth personal. Just what are our deepest priorities? Or most 

heartfelt desires? Our true loves? 

~*~ 

My quest for an image for truth led me to consider a clear-cut 

diamond — the hardest of rocks, yet clear enough to transmit 

light and consisting of highly compressed carbon, which in turn 

was once seed. Then I remembered that diamond is also a 

metaphor in Buddhism. This is not, however, a substance of 

everyday encounter, unlike seed (as food, especially) or light. 

Still, this had none of the intimate humanity I had connected to 

either light or seed. 

In my quest for an appropriate image, I turned to a Friend who 

was also a carpenter and saw how his continual reliance on his 

metal squares, his tape measure, and the bubbles in his level fit 

in. Another Friend, a musician, relied on her tuning fork and 

metronome. A few knitters and weavers counted the strands in 
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their fabric. Other possibilities for images of Truth began to 

appear.  

The closest I then came to an appropriate image appeared to me 

as a verse: 

a set of canning jars 

sparkling in sunlight 

waiting to be filled 

from the harvest. 

It was not an ancient, timeless image along the lines of what I 

was hoping for find, but it was personal. The canning process 

demands purity; any contamination will multiply, either spoiling 

the contents or poisoning the end users. Likewise, the jars, lids, 

and sealing must not be cracked or uneven. Canning reflects 

work, too — possibly from the time of ordering seeds and then 

planting all the way through to the gathering of mature fruit and 

vegetables. Some jars are even embossed with measurements, 

one more means of assuring accuracy or fidelity to the 

directions. The image also stirred thoughts of domesticity and 

feminine skills and wisdom — not just a garden and kitchen with 

its pantry, but a home, filled with cooking aromas as well. 

Taking this one step further, I looked at a Pyrex measuring cup. 

Was this getting closer? 

~*~ 

By itself, Truth seemed inert, perhaps as a storehouse of energy, 

a powder keg awaiting a spark — a sturdy glass jar ready to open 

and eat? I saw Truth as potency, set to spring into action within 

relationship, through deeds and words. That, in turn, led to a 

sense that one thing can be truer than another. Thus, I came to 

appreciate reasons Friends have not proclaimed themselves to 

be “seekers of Truth,” as if it were some hermetically sealed 

object, but instead insist on being “seekers after Truth,” where 

integrity is revealed in the ongoing motion of people and events 

at hand. Here Truth becomes mysterious, miraculous, universal, 

even flowing and advancing. And, along with the Light, is leads 

its followers as a guide. 

As I consider these matters in relation to contemporary society, I 

want to argue that religion is important, rather than peripheral, 

for both individual and societal advancement. In framing the 

argument, however, I realize there is a huge difference in saying 

“religion is important” versus “true religion is important”: one 

version may include many teachings and practices I find 

dangerous, misleading, or downright false; the other invites and 

even demands inquiry and discernment. One calls for blind, 

unquestioning faith; the other requires questions and testing.  

In this regard, let me suggest considering the Truth as faithful 

religious practice itself — what we do, and are doing, spiritually 

in our daily lives. Not any religious practice, but one stripped of 

superstition, rote ceremony, and vacuous custom — the targets 

of the prophetic stream in the Judeo-Christian heritage. Truth 

becomes a means of engaging the deeper Source.  

A Quaker perspective would hold this in relation to Light/Seed 

and find ways the Truth unites them. (I am reminded here that a 

similar “union” is the underlying definition of “yoga,” again 

returning the image to practice itself.) This sense of Truth as 

daily conduct is demonstrated in the life of Jesus, when he 

declares, “I am the way, the truth, and the life” (John 14:6), or in 

the 16th chapter when he discusses “the Spirit of truth” which 

“will guide you into all truth,” or the 8th chapter, where he 

proclaims to his followers, “And ye shall know the truth, and the 

truth shall make you free,” countering the bookish claims of his 

argumentative opponents with his broader authority based on 

relationship, “And because I tell you the truth, ye believe me 

not.” As he stands before Pilate, he boldly declares, “I came into 
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the world, that I should bear witness unto the truth. Everyone 

that is of the truth heareth my voice.”  

Again, the Truth is embodied in action (witness) and practice. It 

communicates or finds communion with others who have also 

submitted to the discipline of putting it into practice.  

Early Quaker understanding of the Truth within a religious 

spectrum liberated faith from a conundrum facing Christians 

and Jews who base their faith largely on perceived events in 

history. An experience of Truth will not be undermined if the 

dates and places of antiquity are found to be in error. That is, 

spiritual Truth might not necessarily be factual but based in 

some other coherence. "This is how I felt what happened," has 

its own integrity, as do dreams.  

One of my favorite ways of engaging pre-teens and teenagers in 

Bible stories is by taking a text and asking them, “How would 

this work as a movie?” What could have been a lecture suddenly 

takes off along many lines that are familiar to them. Antiquity is 

now resurrected in a timeless context. There is an actor’s truth, 

after all, in creating a role and moving across a stage or in front 

of a camera. (Not that early Friends would have approved of this 

line of reasoning!) 

In invoking Truth, I hear the echo of betrayal, “Why can’t you be 

true?” Its many implications of infidelity and unfaithfulness, of 

withering and darkness, or torment and loneliness all draw a 

line in the sand.  

At its most personal level, then, the Truth is a choice — and 

continuing set of choices — each of us makes. It asks us what and 

who we love most. Again, it is revealed in active practice.  

From this, let me suggest that viewing Truth as an ideal or a 

goal also acknowledges there is always more we, as humans, can 

strive toward in our relationship with God and then, in 

consequence, with our fellow beings. (That is, Seeking after 

Truth in the settings we face.) This demands we see ourselves 

clearly as we are, candidly admitting our failings and defects, as 

well as holy opportunities before us. It also invites us to grace, 

maturity, and fellowship. Rather than being static, this Truth 

compels a vibrant series of encounters on our way to the New 

Adam and the New Eve in the New Eden and New Jerusalem — 

the perfection or maturity that early Quakers insisted is within 

our reach. Or the Kingdom of God on earth as in heaven, as Jesus 

taught his followers to pray.  

Endeavoring toward the ideal, we will often feel embattled, 

dashed or wounded, even defeated. There's much we don't 

understand, from physical illness to meteorological catastrophe 

to economic inequalities and injustice to oppression and cruelty 

to petty crime and deceit. Evil exists when individuals attempt 

to be something other than they're intended to be, in God’s 

image — that is, when they move out of the Light, when they 

attempt to hide from God, when they evade the Truth. I cannot 

say why these things happen or exist. 

But as Friends have repeated, “Truth will out.”  

~*~ 

What I didn't anticipate in this search for an image of Truth was 

that it would lead back to Jesus. The clues were there all along in 

this search, but I thank Douglas Gwyn, in his book Seekers 

Found: Atonement in Early Quaker Experience, for his insight 

bringing to the forefront of my awareness that Jesus gives us a 

living embodiment of Truth. Here, at last, we have an image to 

manifest the metaphor. Yes, Jesus, as he himself proclaimed. 

In the person of Jesus, Truth is no longer an abstract concept. 

Rather, it is conceived as a portrait in flesh, moving and 

adapting to daily life. Truth is a companion and a friend, as well 
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as an advocate and teacher. It's a way of living. Truth now 

embodies love, tenderness, strength, caring, radical action, 

calmness when needed.  

The Vietnamese Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh once reasoned 

that "to say 'I am the way, the truth, and the light' is much 

better theology than to say 'I know the way, the truth, and the 

light.'"  

This is startling. At first, I thought of a megalomaniac, a titan, 

an unapproachable celebrity. Would such a personage be older? 

Patriarch? Matriarch? Or a young dashing terror? What comes to 

mind for you? 

Jesus, though, turns the image. It becomes humbling. No royal 

court, no crown, no army. It walks among us, meets us at the 

well or in our workplace. It heals and feeds us.     

Here, Truth is no longer mere thought but rather humanity in 

action. It has emotion and touch and taste and tactile response 

and muscular motion. It senses hot and cold, light and darkness, 

hope and despair. It knows love and betrayal, joy and anxiety, 

companionship and solitude. 

Think of someone you know well. A lover or spouse, child or 

parent, colleague or dear friend. Think how difficult it is to 

describe them fully. Think how often they still surprise you, how 

much more you keep finding in your mutual relationship.  

Now extend that to Truth.  

Of course, the concept of Jesus as a friend has another 

connection for Quakers. He called us his friends, John 15:15, 

which is where the Society of Friends takes its name. Returning 

to that passage, I find an unexpected twist: he now looks for 

Truth in us!  

Rather than being a static ideal, Truth becomes an ongoing 

relationship.   

As for "seeking after Truth"? Jesus says simply, Follow me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


